Central High School
Book Distribution Plan for the 2020-2021 School Year

Book distribution will take place during the week of September 7, 2020. We will begin on Tuesday because of the Labor Day holiday. Students will be invited to come to school by grade level during a scheduled time period organized by last name. Students will be excused from class during the distribution of books on their day. Teachers will assign asynchronous assignments on the assigned day for each class. They will not be marked absent.

All students will need to complete a Covid screening form at the front door before entering school and practice social distancing at all times. Wearing a mask will be a requirement during their time inside the building. Our goal is to distribute books and supplies to all students in a focused, safe manner.

Books will be distributed by department in defined locations throughout the building to maximize safety and social distancing. Students will also receive an agenda planner for the school year.

We will have a drop off area at the front door for the return of last year’s books. Students will be allowed to visit their lockers if they need to retrieve books from last year in order to return them.

All students will need to bring a book bag to carry their new books and supplies.

We recognize that we will need to make some changes if student rosters are adjusted during the Add/Drop window. Some students may need to return to school to change books and/or pick-up books that arrive after their initial distribution day. We will coordinate with this student group.

Seniors (280) - Tuesday - September 8, 2020

8:00 am - 8:45 am - Last name beginning with A - C
9:00 am - 9:45 am - Last name beginning with D - G
10:00 am - 10:45 am - Last name beginning with H - K
11:00 am - 11:45 am - Last name beginning with L - O
12:00 pm - 12:45 pm - Last name beginning with P - S
1:00 pm - 1:45 pm - Last name beginning with T - V
2:00 pm - 2:45 pm - Last name beginning with W - Z
Juniors (281) - Wednesday - September 9, 2020

8:00 am - 8:45 am - Last name beginning with A - C
9:00 am - 9:45 am - Last name beginning with D - G
10:00 am - 10:45 am - Last name beginning with H - K
11:00 am - 11:45 am - Last name beginning with L - O
12:00 pm - 12:45 pm - Last name beginning with P - S
1:00 pm - 1:45 pm - Last name beginning with T - V
2:00 pm - 2:45 pm - Last name beginning with W - Z

Sophomores (282) - Thursday - September 10, 2020

8:00 am - 8:45 am - Last name beginning with A - C
9:00 am - 9:45 am - Last name beginning with D - G
10:00 am - 10:45 am - Last name beginning with H - K
11:00 am - 11:45 am - Last name beginning with L - O
12:00 pm - 12:45 pm - Last name beginning with P - S
1:00 pm - 1:45 pm - Last name beginning with T - V
2:00 pm - 2:45 pm - Last name beginning with W - Z

Freshmen (283) - Friday, September 11, 2020

8:00 am - 8:45 am - Last name beginning with A - C
9:00 am - 9:45 am - Last name beginning with D - G
10:00 am - 10:45 am - Last name beginning with H - K
11:00 am - 11:45 am - Last name beginning with L - O
12:00 pm - 12:45 pm - Last name beginning with P - S
1:00 pm - 1:45 pm - Last name beginning with T - V
2:00 pm - 2:45 pm - Last name beginning with W - Z